
Using your original article and a new article on the same topic, answer the following questions: 

Article A title and URL: College Campuses Should Not Be Safe Spaces  

https://www.chronicle.com/article/college-campuses-should-not-be-safe-spaces/ 

Article B title and URL: Don’t Dismiss Safe Spaces 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/29/opinion/safe-spaces-campus.html 

What Website published it?   

A chronicle.com B The New York Times 
 

 

Does the site have advertising? 

A yes there are side ads and one in the middle of 
the text. 4 total. 
 

B Yes two in the middles of the text and some at 
the bottom. 

 

What is the date of the article? 

A January 17, 2019 
 

B August 29, 2019 

 

Who is the author? What are their credentials? 

A Jonathan Zimmerman  
Jonathan Zimmerman is a professor of the history 
of education at the University of Pennsylvania. He 
is the co-author of The Case for Contention: 
Teaching Controversial Issues in American 
Schools (University of Chicago Press, 2017). 
 

B By Michael S. Roth 
Mr. Roth is the president of Wesleyan University. 
 

 

Did the writer remain impartial or did s/he try to persuade the reader in a certain direction? How can 
you tell? 

A I think the author tried to persuade the reader 
in a direction because there is not much in the 
counterargument.  
 
 

B The writer remained impartial because there 
were both sides presented on the argument in 
this article. 

 

Which sources did the writer use or contact when writing this article? 



A The author used events that happened and 
personal experience along with other professors 
on the matter 
 
 
 
 
 

B This author used experience from being a 
university president and other schools and 
faculty. 

 

 

Find an About us page for each Website. Summarize what you found. 

A An unrivaled leader in journalism about higher 
education. It is privately owned, independent 
news and information organization, which was 
founded in 1966, originally owned by a nonprofit 
Editorial Projects in Education. Was fully bought 
in 1990 by Corbin Gwaltney 
 
 
 

B Their mission is to seek truth to help people 
understand the world. They value independence 
from political parties. They also value integrity, 
curiosity, respect, collaboration, and excellence. 

 

Go to https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/ and look up the two publications that published your articles. 
What does it say for each? 

A Overall, we rate The Chronicle of Higher 
Education Left-Center Biased based on editorial 
positions that moderately favor the left. We 
also rate them High for factual reporting due to 
proper sourcing and a clean fact check record 

B Overall, we rate the New York Times Left-
Center biased based on word and story selection 
that moderately favors the left but highly factual 
and considered one of the most reliable sources 
for news information due to proper sourcing and 
well-respected journalists/editors. 
 
 
 

 

Is one source more credible than the other? Why? 

They are both slightly left center biased with highly rated facts. I would say they are both about the 

same. New York times might be slightly more credible due to highly respected journalists and editors. 

 

 

 

 

https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/

